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RESPONDING TO YOUNG CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS AND PAINTINGS

Four preschoolers, ages 2 to 5 are busily engaged in drawing with markers and paper at the

kitchen table. After a while the three year old climbs down from her chair and comes over to you, her

drawing clutched in her hand. "All done. See!" You'd like to respond in an enthusiastic and meaningful

way but you are at a loss as you gaze at her multi-colored "blob" with a small hole ripped out of the

middle. Somehow,"What a nice picture!" doesn't seem like enough as it leaves your three year old

wondering how or why her picture is "nice".

For parents and child care providers, offering a meaningful, individualized response to children's

drawings (and art work, in general) is important for a number of reasons:

1. Meaningful comments let children know you understand and appreciate the thinking

involved in the creation of their art work.

2. Making children aware of their thinking shows them that their art work is not the result of

luck or talent (which is out of their control), but of hard work and ideas that they can control

and depend on.

3. When your response validates their ideas, they are more likely to continue extending those

ideas and broadening their skills with art materials.

4. Your words provide them with an art vocabulary that they can start to use with you the next

time you have a conversation about their work.

 A meaningful response to a child's drawing or painting is very different depending on the age of

the child in your care. Infants and toddlers tend to be primarily involved in the physical pleasure of

moving their arms across the paper, occasionally noticing that those movements produce something
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visual. Responses at this stage help the child begin to link his or her movements with what can be seen

on the paper-- "Your arm was going very fast when you made those blue marks", "When your arm goes

round and round those marks go round and round too."

Once children have made the link between movements and marks they become interested in

experimenting with what marks can do. Where can you place them on the paper? Can they be thick or

thin? How do colors change? Meaningful comments can now give children concrete names for some of

these experiments-- " Some of your lines go up and down and others go across", " These shapes are

right next to each other!" ,"Looks like you put lots of colors on top of one another".

Older preschoolers (ages four to five) are involved in putting all those newly discovered lines,

shapes, and colors into pleasing arrangements or designs. Comments on their designs might focus on the

relationships between marks-- "Some of your shapes have smooth edges and others are all jagged",

"You put lots of little circles inside that big circle!", "That dark color really stands out against the yellow

shape behind it".

 At other times they want to experiment with the ability of those same lines to represent

something or someone meaningful in their world. If their picture appears to be of some "thing" you could

still choose to comment on the colors or lines or you might offer,"Tell me something about this painting."

This kind of open-ended response is more useful than "I like your painting. What is it?". The child may

not have created an "it" and could feel pressured to think of an idea just to please you.

No matter what age the child is, be sure to point to the marks or area on the paper that you are

talking about. Pointing helps the child realize you really see what he/ she has accomplished and are

genuinely interested in specific parts of the product.

Responses to the drawings and paintings of young children should be supportive of their hard
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work yet avoid value judgements about the product produced. With this framework in mind, you could

point to that hole in the middle of your three year old's multi-colored blob and say, "You put so many

colors in the middle of your paper that you ended up making a little hole!"
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